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Abstract

Purpose: To investigate the effect of hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) on traumatic brain injury (TBI) outcome.

Methods: The modified Marmarou’s weight drop device was used to generate non-lethal moderate TBI rat model, and further developed in vitro astrocytes culturing system. Then, we analyzed the expression changes of interested genes and protein by quantitative PCR and western blot.

Results: Multiple HBO treatments significantly reduced the expression of apoptosis promoting genes, such as c-fos, c-jun, Bax and weakened the activation of Caspase-3 in model rats. On the contrary, HBOT alleviated the decrease of anti-apoptosis gene Bcl-2 and promoted the expression of neurotrophic factors (NTFs), such as NGF, BDNF, GDNF and NT-3 in vivo. As a consequent, the neuropathogenesis was remarkably relied with HBOT. Astrocytes from TBI brain or those cultured with 21% O₂ density expressed higher NTFs than that of corresponding controls, from sham brain and cultured with 7% O₂, respectively. The NTFs expression was the highest in astrocytes form TBI brain and cultured with 21% O₂, suggesting a synergistic effect existed between TBI and the following HBO treatment in astrocytes.

Conclusion: Our findings provided evidence for the clinical usage of HBO treating brain damages.
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Introduction

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) occur when sudden acceleration or deceleration happens within the cranium caused by all kinds of external forces, among which traffic accident is one of the most common and still rising cause in modern society\(^1\). It is estimated that about 2 million people suffer TBI in the United States annually, accounting for ~30% injury-related deaths\(^2,3\). Because of its heterogeneous causes, the signs and symptoms of TBI vary dramatically, depending on the part of brain being affected and severity of the injury. Mild TBI may cause headache, vomiting, nausea, dizziness, difficulty balancing and so on, while severe TBI may cause convulsions, inability to awaken, slurred speech, aphasia and behavior change in addition\(^4,5\). According to the pathogenesis feature, TBI damage could be focal or diffused or the combination of both\(^5\). A focal traumatic injury could be easily detected by conventional imaging method such as CT or MRI, but diffused traumatic injury (DTI) could only be detected by post-mortem microscopy examination or more advanced diffusion tensor imaging MRI techniques\(^6,7\,8\). According to Granacher Jr\(^6\), DTI includes the following 4 brain damage types: 1) Diffuse axonal injury, which affects the white matter; 2) Ischemia, caused by reduced blood supply and a main reason of secondary damage; 3) Vascular injury, and 4) Edema, increasing the intracranial pressure which could be lethal if not treated properly. Normally, these pathological changes do not occur separately; rather, two or more changes occur simultaneously or work as reciprocal causations. Take brain edema for example, which is the most common and rapidly happened symptoms after TBI, combined with vascular injury, it will promote the deterioriation of ischemia and further neurodegenerative pathology. Due to the widely spreaded damage and complicated pathogenesis pathways involved, DTI is most challenging for both treatment and prognosis. Though extensive efforts have been devoted to develop therapy methods for TBI/DTI, little was achieved in improving clinical prognosis\(^9,10\). Besides the brain damaged caused during acute period, the neuropathologies may sustain and progress into chronic traumatic encephalopathy (CTE), which could be a life-long health threat\(^11\). TBI associated disabilities affect approximately 5 million people in US with a health care cost over $60 billion\(^12–14\).

In the last two decades, hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) has been introduced to treat multiple injuries and disorders, including traumatic ischemia, damage, cerebral palsy and TBI among others\(^15,16\). During HBOT, the patient is administered with 100% oxygen at a pressure greater than atmospheric pressure at sea level within a sealed chamber. The effect of high pressure and increased solubility and diffusion characters of gas (O\(_2\)) are expected to improved oxygenation, vasoconstriction, modulation of inflammation and immune function, and/or promote angiogenesis\(^15\). In normal tissue, hyperoxia will induce vasculature constriction, but tissue oxygenation remains unchanged because of increased dissolved oxygen\(^17\). As consequence of vasoconstriction, tissue edema and exposure to reactive oxygen species (ROS), which is induced by hyperbaric oxygen, could be reduced\(^18,19\). In peripheral tissues such as cartilage and skin, HBOT has been shown to modulate angiogenesis during wound healing\(^20,21\), whether this is also the case in brain TBI/DTI remain largely unknown. Jiang et al reported that the effect of a single HBO treatment would last for about 12 hours, and therefore suggested multiple HBO treatment could be administered to prolong the response period\(^22\). Niklas et al\(^23\) confirmed that in severe brain TBI model rabbits, multiple HBOT dramatically reduced edema and necrosis areas and consequentially mortality rate.

A meta-analysis including 12 randomized trials demonstrated that HBOT...
was no better than control treatment for mild TBI; however, HBOT did benefit moderate-to-severe TBI for acute treatment. But still, the clinical trial of HBOT was rather limited as the underlining mechanisms remain unclear. In hypoxia-ischemia rat model, a single HBO treatment significantly reduced caspase-3 activity and sequentially reduced apoptotic cell number in both brain cortex and hippocampus. Several lines evidence indicated that TBI induced immediate c-fos and c-jun expression, which were not limited to damage site but rather diffused and the expression were associated with severity of damage. Some apoptosis genes, such as Bax, was also upregulated following the elevation of c-fos/c-jun, indicating that they may involve in neural death events. There is no direct evidence demonstrating whether HBO treatment improve TBI/DTI prognosis by modulating c-fos/c-jun expression level so far.

In this study, with modified Marmarou rat DTI model, we confirmed that multiple HBOT reduced damage-induced c-fos/c-jun expression and further reduced cell apoptosis. These effects may be partial attributed to the elevated expression of neural trophic factors (NTFs) such as NGF, BDNF, NT3 and GDNF. In vitro cell culturing model demonstrated that astrocytes isolated from DTI model rat contributed to the expression elevation of NTFs in response to high O₂ concentration, while astrocytes isolated from control rat brain were less effective. Our results for the first time connected the neural protective effect of HBO to NTFs and specified that astrocytes as the source of such NTFs.

### Methods

All experimental procedures were performed according to the Guidelines for Animal Care and Use of Shanghai Sixth People’s Hospital East.

Adult male SPF Sprague-Dawley rats, 8-week age, weighted 300±30g, were purchased from Shanghai Slac laboratory animal CO. Ltd. The rats housed under a 12:12 light-dark cycle with ad libitum feeding.

#### Modified Marmarou weight drop model

To induce close head brain diffused traumatic injury, Marmarou weight drop device was adopted with modification. First, a metal helmet that match rat skull curve was casted and used to cover the rat head during weight drop, which evenly distribute the vertical force to the whole brain. Second, the weight and falling height of the impactor were careful adjusted to achieve close head moderate DTI. The parameters were strictly fixed to avoided biases among animals. Third, the impactor was connected to a conduction rope, which was manually strained immediately after the impactor contacted the metal helmet to avoid second strike.

Animals were initially anesthetized with 2% sodium pentobarbital at 45mg/kg body weight intraperitoneal. The skull was exposed by midline incision of the dorsal surface and covered with the sterilized metal helmet. Injury was then induced by weight derived falling of the impactor. Sham group rats were only anesthetized and surgically exposed the Skull but without impact injury.

#### HBO treatment

After injury, the animals were immediately administered with HBO treatment of 100% oxygen at a pressure of 3 atmospheres absolute (ATA) for 1h, and then returned to normal housing condition. Multiple HBOT was conducted in 12 hour interval for the following 3 days and a total of six treatments were administered. The control group rats were put in the HBO chamber for 1h but administered with only normal atmosphere air.
Assessment of brain edema

The wet-weight dry-weight method was used to assess brain edema. In brief, at desired time points after injury the whole brains, including bilateral cerebral, diencephalon, mesencephalon, cerebellum and brainstem of 3 animals in each group, were dissected out. The fresh tissues were immediately weighed to get wet weight, then placed at 100°C for 24 hours and dry weight were determined. The percentage of water was calculated with the following formulation: % of H2O = (wet weight – dry weight)/wet weight x 100%.

HE staining

Paraffin embedding and HE staining were performed as described previously. In short, the animals were perfused with PBS under deep anesthesia, followed by 4% PAF in PBS for pre-fixation. The brains were removed and placed in the same fixative solution at 4°C overnight. Paraffin-embedded brains were sectioned at 5um with a Leica semiautomatic microtome, transferred onto plastic slides and processed for HE staining. Stained slides were mounted with neutral balsam and cover slips, and images were developed with Olympus BX51 microscope equipped with Cellsens software.

Quantitative PCR (qPCR)

The animals were sacrificed at desired time points and the cerebrums were isolated, separated into left and right hemispheres along midlines, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen (L-n2) and kept at -80°C until use. The left cerebral hemispheres were grind in a mortar pre-cooled with L-n2 and lysed in RIPA buffer (25mM Tris-HCl pH7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 1% Triton X-100) supplemented with protease cocktail. Equal amounts of protein were separated on 10% SDS-PAGE gels and transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes. After blocking with 5% skimmed milk in TBS buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl), membranes were incubated with primary antibodies () diluted in blocking buffer at 4°C overnight. The membranes were washed with TBST buffer (TBS + 0.1% Tween-20) 3x 5min at room temperature and incubated in corresponding HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies (1:5000; Cell Signaling Technology). The blots were developed using Pierce ECL Western Blotting Substrate Plus and band density was measured with ImageJ software.

Primary astrocyte culturing

The brains of sham rat and Marmarou weight drop model rat were aseptically dissected, and the meninges were removed. Primary astrocytes were isolated and cultured as described with minor modification. In brief, the cerebrum was chopped to 1mm³ pieces and digested with 0.05% trypsin and 0.003% DNase at 37°C for 15 min. The tissue was triturated with fire polished Pasteur pipette, collected, digested with 40U papain/ml, 0.02% cysteine and 0.003% DNase at 37°C for 15 min. Then triturated again and filtered through 40um cell strainer. The single cells
were collected and re-suspended in DMEM/F12 supplemented with 10% FBS and seeded in poly-L-lysine pre-coated dishes at density of 5x10^5 cells/cm². To mimic low and high oxygen condition, the cells were kept at 7%O₂, 5%CO₂, 88%N₂ or 21%O₂, 5%CO₂, 74%N₂ incubators respectively. After three days incubation, the cells were harvested and mRNA expression was measured with qPCR.

Statistical analyses

Multiple group were compared using ANOVA (one-way or two-way). Unpaired t tests were used for two-group comparisons. The tests were two-tailed and considered significant when p<0.05. All data are presented as mean±SEM.

Results

Modified Marmarou weight drop model causes moderate but not lethal TBI

Marmarou’s weight drop device was widely used for introducing diffuse axonal injury model of TBI on both rat and mouse since first developed in 1990s. We made minor modifications as mentioned above to increase the reproducibility and comparability among animals. With these modifications and carefully adjusted parameters, we got TBI model rats of moderate diffused damages.

We first assessed the brain edema by measuring the percentage of water content, which was about 78% in sham treated brains and almost no fluctuation observed over time. However, weight drop impact dramatically increased brain water content which was observed as early as 3 hours and peaked at 24 hour after injury, suggesting a severe brain edema and increasing of intracranial pressure (Figure 1A). The incensement of water content was relieved at 3 and 7 days post injury, but still significantly higher than control group, indicating the absorption of edema while pathogenic risk sustained if not treated properly. HE staining and histological examination demonstrated reduced neuronal density in the cerebral cortex at all checked time points (Figure 1B; 3h, 6h, 1d, 3d, 7d after injury) compared with sham control. Shrunken neurons with surrounding vacuolation were observed and the number increased with time, indicating the progress of irreversible neural death. These results were consistent with previous reports.  

Figure 1 - Modified Marmarou weight drop model successively causes brain edema and neuropathogenesis. A. Brain edema was evaluated by the percentage of water in total brain tissue. In sham treated brains, the water content is about 78±0.2%. Weight drop impact significantly increases water content which peaks at 24 hours after injury (82.4±0.4%) and decreases but still higher that sham control at 3 and 7 days after injury. *p<0.05, **p<0.01. B. HE staining demonstrates the neuropathogenesis after weight drop impact. Neuron number is decreased, shrunken neurons and peri-neural vacuolation are observed, which aggravate with time.
**TBI elevates apoptosis proteins expression and increases c-fos/c-jun mRNA**

It was reported that TBI induced Caspase-3 activity, which is 32kD zymogen could be activated by both extrinsic and intrinsic apoptosis pathways. We confirmed that the cleaved 17 kD activity subunit was dramatically increased 24 hours after TBI and sustained to day 7, indicating active apoptosis events (Figure 2A-B). Further, we detected the expression level of proteins Bcl-2 and Bax, two mutually antagonistic factors of mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis. We found dramatically decreased expression of Bcl-2, which is an anti-apoptosis protein, most apparent at 24 hours after TBI. On the contrary, the expression of Bax, a pro-apoptosis protein which induce mitochondrial outer membrane permeabilization, was markedly increased, as shown in Figure 2A. However, there was no activation of Caspase-3 or Bcl-2/Bax dis-balance among the sham treated rats (Figure 2A). These results suggested that TBI induced neural apoptosis via the intrinsic mitochondrial pathway.

C-fos and c-jun are two immediate-early genes encode proteins that form heterodimer complex AP-1 (Activator Protein-1). Several lines of evidence demonstrated that c-fos/c-jun played important roles in apoptosis and the expression of their mRNA could serve as an early indicator of apoptotic events. As expected, compared with sham control, the expression of c-fos/c-jun mRNA were rapidly increased after TBI, reached maximum at 24 hours and drop back to base level at day 3/7 (Figure 2B).

---

**Figure 2** - TBI induces the activation of mitochondria apoptosis pathway. **A.** Western blot shows the changes of key apoptosis associated proteins. Compared with sham control, TBI reduces the expression of Bcl-2, but promotes the expression of Bax and the activation of Caspase-3. Theses effect is most apparent at time point 24 hours after injury. **B.** qPCR demonstrates the elevated mRNA expression of c-fos and c-jun, which is most significant at 24 hours after injury. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.005.
Multiple HBOT attenuates brain edema and neural pathogenesis induced by TBI

To determine whether hyperbaric oxygen will benefit TBI induced brain damage, the model rats were administrated with multiple HBOT immediately after injury and at 12-hour interval in the following 3 days. Brain samples were collected at time points of 3h, 6h, 1d, 3d and 7d post injury, which received 1 (3h, 6h), 2 (1d), 6 (3d, 7d) times of HBOT. As shown in Figure 3A, HBOT significantly reduced brain water content, which was most apparent at 1d after injury, as compared to no-treatment controls. HE staining of 1d samples demonstrated that HBOT remarkably alleviated the pathological progress, as less shrunken neuron and perineuronal vacuolation was observed (Figure 3B). Consistent with previous report, these results confirmed that HBOT could effectively prevent deterioration of DTI pathogenesis.

HBOT prevents neural death by inhibiting apoptosis pathway and activating neurotropic factors expression

We further detected the apoptosis protein expression with HBO treated brain samples. The protein expression tendency is similar to TBI brain without HBOT (Figure 2), but several subtle changes were noticed: first, a stronger Bcl-2 band was detected in HBOT group at time point 1d, which was barely visible in the corresponding TBI sample; second, the increase of Bax expression was less apparent in HBOT group; third, the cleaved Caspase-3 band was more significantly reduced in HBOT group at time point 7d (Figure 4A). These results suggested that HBOT effectively blocked neural apoptosis pathways. We then measured c-fos and c-jun mRNA level, as expected, HBOT significantly reduced their expression which were most evident at 1d post injury, suggesting an early effective window for HBO treatment (Figure 4B-C).

We speculated that neurotrophic factors (NTFs), known for their function of promoting neuron survival, might play as mediators of the HBOT neural proactive/anti-apoptosis effect. By qPCR, we determined the expression of the 4 most abundant NTFs: Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), Glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF), nerve growth factor (NGF) and Neurotrophin-3 (NT-3) (Figure 4D-G). As shown in Figure 4F-G, all the 4 NTFs was elevated after TBI, while HBOT increased their expression further as compared to no-treatment controls, which was most significant at time point 1d and continued to day 7.
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**Figure 4** - HBO attenuates the changes of apoptosis genes and promotes the expression of NTFs in vivo. **A.** Compared with control treatment, HBOT attenuates the reduction of Bcl-2, reduces the increment of Bax and the activation of Caspase-3. **B-C.** HBOT reduces the mRNA expression increment of c-fos and c-jun throughout the experiment scheme, but most significant at 24 hours after injury. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.005. **D-G.** The expression of all the checked NTFs (BDNF, GDNF, NGF, NT-3) are elevated after HBOT, which starts at 6 hours after injury and sustains to day 7. *p<0.05, **p<0.01.

**Astrocyte is the source of NTFs triggered by TBI-high O₂ combination**

It is well known that astrocytes support neuronal cells under both physiology and pathology condition by secreting NTFs. We asked whether astrocytes contribute to the increasing expression of NTFs and the neural protection effect of HBOT after TBI. To answer this question, we isolated astrocytes from both TBI and sham treated rat brains and cultured at both 7% and 21% O₂ circumstances for 3 days.
before the expression of NTFs were determined. As shown in Figure 5, high O$_2$ (21%) promoted the expression of all the checked NTFs in both sham treated and TBI astrocytes, but most significantly in the later. Need to point out was that TBI along is sufficient to activate astrocytes NTFs expression, albeit less significant. These results suggested that astrocytes were activated upon TBI damage to exert its neural supporting/protection function, and hyperoxia further enhanced this activity.

Discussion

HBO has long been proposed to be an adjunct or enhancement therapy for TBI, but the clinical trials gave controversial results and no conclusions reached so far. In this study, we used Marmarou rat TBI/DTI model revealed that HBOT attenuated neural apoptosis process by reducing the expression of the two immediate-early genes c-fos/c-jun, and re-balancing the ratio of Bcl-2/Bax, as a consequence, the activation of apoptosis executioner protein Caspase-3 was subdued. This effect was mediated, at least partially, by the increasing expression of NTFs which we found attributing to the activation of astrocytes.

There are multiple closed head impact models designed to replicate the pathobiology of human concussive and diffuse traumatic injury\textsuperscript{35}, among which Marmarou’s weight drop model is most wildly used because the device is easy to set up. By modifying the height of dropping weight and constrain secondary injury we achieved moderate TBI model with almost zero skull fracture and mortality, which were reported to be 12.5% and 44% respectively in the original study\textsuperscript{30,33}. It was reported that during the first 4 hours after injury, reduced cerebral blood flow (CBF) and elevated intracerebral pressure could be observed as the consequence of cerebral autoregulation loss\textsuperscript{36} head injured by weight drop from one meter height using 350 g, 400 g and 450 g respectively. CBF was monitored using laser-Doppler flowmetry along with monitoring of ICP and arterial blood pressure. If the correlation coefficient between CBF and CPP was > 0.85 and CPP was within normal range, loss of autoregulation was hypothesized. Loss of autoregulation was seen in all groups of injured rats during first four hours. A statistically significant difference ($p = 0.041$, based on which, it’s reasonable to deduce that reduced CBF could further worsen neuropathy caused by primary impact. As comprehensive consequences, weight drop impact induced apoptotic protein Bcl-2/Bax ratio change, activated caspase-3 and released cytochrome c from mitochondria into cytosol\textsuperscript{37}, the former two phenomena were confirmed in this study. It was reported in ischemic wound model, HBOT decreased inflammation and apoptosis by up-regulating Bcl-2 expression but inhibiting Caspase-3 activity\textsuperscript{38}. We found it was also the case for HBO treated rat TBI model. In mouse Neuro2A cells, a neuroblastoma cell line, deprivation of oxygen and glucose...
increased c-fos expression at both mRNA and protein level, and a more interesting finding was that mitochondria recruited excess c-fos protein during the process of cell apoptosis\(^{19}\). In mouse retina photoreceptor cells, knock-out of c-fos rendered the cells resistance to apoptosis signaling. We found that TBI rapidly stimulated the expression of c-fos and its partner gene c-jun. Though the exact function of c-fos in neural death remained unclear, we speculated that it might play a role by forming transcriptional activator complex AP-1 together with c-jun, and regulating the expression of certain genes associated apoptosis. c-jun is a 39kD protein which could be phosphorylated on multiple serine and threonine sites by JNK. c-jun was reported to play anti-apoptotic roles by inhibit p21 and p53, whether it also functioned as apoptosis inhibitor and how did it balanced with c-fos function during TBI was still unknown. Further studies are needed to determine whether Bcl-2 or Bax was the target of AP-1 transcriptional activation. However, we observed a clear positive correlation among c-fos/c-jun expression, apoptosis effector proteins (Bcl-2/Bax/ Caspase-3) modulation and neural death, suggesting that they were not isolated events, rather there might be inherent relationship unrevealed. HBO treatment also attenuated c-fos/c-jun up-regulation, in a similar trend as that of apoptosis effector proteins, which further indicated such a possibility.

In the health brain, astrocytes are widely spreaded and function to preserve environment for neural circuit function, such as maintaining the homeostasis of ions, transmitters, water, and nutrition. It is well documented that various kinds of damages and diseases can activate astrocytes, which is termed as reactive astrogliosis. In the present study, we found that TBI stimulated the expression of NTFs, which might function as paracrine factors promoting neurons to leave apoptosis pathways and survive damages. We attributed the surge of NTFs to the activation of astrocyte, and confirmed the results in cultured cells, but it was not clear how mechanical forces (weight drop impact) were translated into cell signal that could be recognized by astrocytes and the properly responded. It was reported that astrocytes express mechanotransducing ion channels and stretch-sensitive cation channels on the membrane surface, which contribute to rapid influx of extracellular calcium and sodium upon membrane deformation caused by TBI\(^{40–43}\). The intracellular network formed by glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), the astrocyte specific intermediate filaments, may also participates in transduction of mechanical stretch as it was reported to be up-regulated by trauma\(^{44}\). How was the above cell signals translated into the expression up-regulation of NTFs? This issue is rarely discussed and further work is needed. It was interesting that high oxygen density could further elevate the incensement of NTFs expression, which indicated that astrocytes also responded to O\(_2\) stimuli in a positive way and this is a strong support for clinical usage of HBOT. The difficulties to developing therapeutic strategies for TBI is largely lie in the fact that multiple factors are tightly tangled and affect each other during neuropathy progressing. Furthermore, in the case of diffused traumatic brain injury, there is no specific location for targeted treatments.

■ Conclusions

The robust astrocytes in the brain could be activated by traumatic brain injury and following hyperbaric oxygen treatment. Optimized HBOT parameters and treating scheme may better stimulate the protection effect of astrocytes and extend its medical application.
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